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AIXM 5 Public Design Review
February 7-8, 2006
Washington DC

Case Studies 
for AICM and AIXM 5

Our objective in this briefing is to demonstrate some systems that are using AIXM 
today and also discuss how AIXM will enable even more capabilities in the future.  
We want to show you these demonstrations as motivation for standardizing on the 
AIXM data exchange model.  
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Topics

Enabling AIM through AIXM
Classical Examples

Digital charting
Digital AIP production

New Possibilities
Advanced charting features
Electronic AIP
Geographic interoperability
NOTAMS and temporary changes

The goal of this section is to show how AIM can be enabled through AIXM.  
We’ll begin by discussing some classical examples: 
1) Creating digital AIPs
2) digital charting.  
Next we’ll discuss new possibilities.  We’ll demonstrate geographic interoperability 

by demonstrating GML and then discuss NOTAMS, xNOTAMS and temporary 
changes.
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Enabling AIM with AIXM
AIXM-based system development and prototyping ongoing today

Data Collection 
& Integration
Eurocontrol (EAD)
Japan
Australia

Flight Planning
FAA Use Case
(SWIM)

System Design
MVA/MIA – SDAT
Procedure Design

Data Provider AIM Database

Designer

ATC Systems

Airport Mapping

Situational Awareness

Charts

Publications

Services

USGS Terra
in

Products

Eurocontrol – eAIP,
ARINC 424

FAA, NGA, 
Eurocontrol

FAA – TFRs
Eurocontrol –

xNOTAMS

Eurocontrol

Terrain Supplier

As already stated, AICM and AIXM are designed to support the full lifecycle of 
aeronautical data.  This slides shows the various aeronautical information 
management activities along with use cases, prototypes and production systems 
that already demonstrate AIXM’s use for these different systems.  Please see one 
of us during a break for more information about these case studies, prototypes and 
production systems.
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PAMS

European AIS Database (EAD)

SDO
(AICM)

INO

Chart

AIP AIP and Amendment

Charts AIP/other

NOTAM and Briefing

The European AIS database provides a central repository of European aeronautical 
information.  States uses data entry/edit terminals or database to database system 
connections (using AIXM) to transmit and update the EAD.

The workflow imposed by the EAD, both for the central database and for the local 
systems, starts with the update of the SDO (AICM based) database. The data is 
verified and coordinated on a regional bases. The committed data is then used for 
creating classical AIS products: AIP, charts. It is also used to produce enhanced 
electronic AIP and for NOTAM processing.
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EAD - SDO Maintenance
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EAD - SDO Reporting
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EAD - SDO Graphical Reporting
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INO Reporting
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INO Graphical Reporting
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EAD – eAIP & AIP Production
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Electronic AIP - demonstration

www.eurocontrol.int/eaip
•eAIP Sample: 
http://www.eurocontrol.int/eaip/gallery/content/public/samples/history-en-GB.html

New possibilities:
•Annotation with NOTAM in force
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Database driven charting

Database driven charting
Rules based
Sophisticated text placement engine

Leveraging the latest technology updates

AIS
Data

AIS
DataAIS

Data
Data Sources

AIXM “Charting engine”

Database driven charting is another technology being enhanced through AIXM. 
Database driven charting is not new, of course. I see a few companies here that are 
many years experience in this business. Today, the FAA, EUROCONTROL and 
NGA are working on new automated charting technology with their industry partners 
that leverages AIXM.   By using AIXM to separate the application layer from the 
data layer, the charting technology can be ported to and from any aeronautical 
database. 

AIXM with temporary data will enable on the flight charting on demand, we hope. 
AIXM is not a charting dedicated format; instead, AIXM tries to capture reality. In 
fact, AIXM is a challenge for database driven charting.  It is  simple to do database 
driven charting in product oriented mode it is a bit more difficult but more robust to 
do it in data oriented mode – use the common data pool.

New kind of charting – such as in the eAIP example of German Military – show 
previous and new information on the same

Database driven charting combines aeronautical data with sophisticated rule bases 
to develop charts that look almost identical to conventional charts – with little human 
cartography support!
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EAD - Chart Production

New possibilities:
•Visualise changes – see www.eurocontrol.int/eaip - SVG Charts 
(http://www.eurocontrol.int/eaip/gallery/content/public/svg/svg_samples.html)

•Such animated charts could present either a permanent or a temporary 
change
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Geography Interoperability
(Geographic Markup Language - GML)

Supply GIS data from any source to any consumer

Taken from “Open 
Geospatial Information in 
the Context of 
Aeronautical Information”
by Eurocontrol.  March 
2005.

Geography Markup Language is an XML standard for expressing GIS (Geographic 
Information System) information.  GML is an international standard that is 
increasingly being adopted by GIS vendors and others.  AIXM 5 will be build upon 
GML.  We will talk about this more in the next two days.  The power of GML is that it 
enables GIS interoperability so that I can pull GIS data from a variety of data 
sources without regard for original format.  Then I can transmit the information in 
GML and use it in a variety of different systems like GIS applications, charting 
applications, situation displays, etc. To illustrate the power of GIS standardization 
we want to demonstrate two GML viewing products.
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What is a Temporary Flight 
Restriction (TFR)?

Airspace restriction for:
Natural disaster (wildfire)
Security
Presidential movement
Air shows and major sporting 
events

FDC 4/4328 ZID IL.. FLIGHT RESTRICTION, LAWRENCEVILLE, IL. EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY UNTIL 
FURTHER NOTICE. PURSUANT TO 14 CFR SECTION 91.137(A)(1) TEMPORARY FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS 
ARE IN EFFECT A AIRCRAFT CRASH ONLY RELIEF AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS UNDER DIRECTION OF 
INDIANA AIR NATIONAL GUARD ARE AUTHORIZED IN THE AIRSPACE AT AND BELOW 5000 FEET MSL 
WITHIN A 5 NAUTICAL MILE RADIUS OF 385009N/0873109W AND THE LAWRENCEVILLE /LWV/ VORTAC 
057 DEGREE RADIAL AT 005 NAUTICAL MILES. THE INDIANA NATIONAL GUARD, LT COL. COLBURN 
TELEPHONE 812-877-5278, IS IN CHARGE OF THE OPERATION. THE TERRE HAUTE /HUF/ AFSS,
TELEPHONE 812-877-9373, IS THE FAA COORDINATION FACILITY. 

NOTAMS are also an area where AIXM can help.  We want to talk to you about a 
couple of exciting NOTAM prototype and production systems.  First at the FAA, we 
have been developing AIXM-based systems that can fully data model and distribute 
Temporary Flight Restriction NOTAMS using XML.  A Temporary Flight Restriction 
(TFR) is an airspace restriction put into place for safety or national security reasons 
including: natural disasters like wildfires, presidential movements and air shows or 
major sporting events.  This example shows a TFR created near the site of an 
aircraft crash.
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Challenges
Limited NOTAM standardization
Manual process for creating NOTAMS
Hard to distribute and integrate in geo-spatial 
ways

The goal
Proof of concept that NOTAMS can be structured 
and represented in AIXM
Deliver multiple geo-referenced products

AIXM Provides
Standardized encoding of TFR NOTAMS
Common format delivered into a variety of products to 
support different users

Official traditional NOTAM
“Plain Language” view
Graphical representations

TFR NOTAM Automation Goal

Some challenges facing TFR NOTAMs include:
•Limited NOTAM standardization: TFR NOTAM wording is consistent and the 
formats are poorly defined.
•Time consuming processes for assembling NOTAMS: TFR NOTAM writers rely on 
manual processes to construct new TFRs.
•Safety issues: NOTAMs are difficult for users to interpret and they are not 
integrated with other aeronautical products.  This means that the end user needs to 
combine TFR NOTAMS with other aeronautical data to get the complete picture of 
the airspace system.
•Distribution issues: The system is product based and that limits our ability to create 
innovative TFR NOTAM products.
The goal was to demonstrate that NOTAMS could be encoded for computer 
interpretation.  To do this work we used XML based on earlier releases of AIXM.  In 
this example AIXM provides a common format for NOTAMS.
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TFR NOTAM System
Wrapping legacy NOTAM system in AIXM

Legacy
U.S.

NOTAM System

AIXM

AIXM

•FDC •0•/•0000 •ZAB NEWMEXICO•.. •FLIGHT 
•RESTRICTION ROSWELL•, •NEWMEXICO•.  
•PURSUANT TO •14 •CFR SECTION 
•91•.•137•(•A•)(•2•) •TEMPORARY FLIGHT 
•RESTRICTIONS ARE IN EFFECT DUE TO A 
•HIGH SPEED •...•State •New Mexico

•Affected Location•: •Roswell•, •New Mexico 
•near VORTAC •(•CME•)

•Beginning Date•: •3•/•2•/•2004 •at •4•:•46 •PM UTC
•Ending Date•: •Until further notice
•TFR Hours•: •24 •hours•, •daily
•Affected Operations•:•All
•Reason for NOTAM•:•Temporary flight restrictions 

•for high speed chase
•Type•: •Hazards
•...

•<•NotUid•>
•<•txtNameAcctFac•>•FDC•<•/•txtNameAcctFac•>
•<•dateIndexYear•/•>
•<•noSeqNo•/•> 
•<•dateIssued•>•1•/•1•/•0001•<•/•dateIssued•>
•<•txtLocalName•>•BRETT TEST•<•/•txtLocalName•>
•…
•<•/•NotUid•>
•<•codeTimeZone•>•UTC•<•/•codeTimeZone•>
•<•txtDescrPurpose•>

•HIGH SPEED CHASE
•<•/•txtDescrPurpose•>
•... 

•Traditional Text

•Web Text

•xNOTAM•(•AIXM•) •XML

Design Validate, Store Publish

Our data-centric approach to TFR creation can drive a variety of products including 
those shown on the right: 1) traditional TFR NOTAM text, 2) easy to read Web Text, 
3) the NOTAM XML document and 4) graphical mapping outputs like TFR Graphics 
(tfr.faa.gov)


